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A charming children's encyclopedia bursting with facts about the world, animals, people,

planets, and so much more!The world is so much bigger than young minds can fathom and

there is always more to learn.My Encyclopedia of Very Important Things is a vibrant

encyclopedia for curious 5-9 year olds, with a unique approach to the subject that features both

places from around the globe as well as focusing on what the world is like from a child's

perspective, covering everyday subjects about their own experiences.Full of fun facts, colorful

illustrations, and games that will keep the kids entertained time again, this children's

encyclopedia is filled with age-appropriate knowledge on a range of terrific topics, from fiery

volcanoes and our place in space, to changing seasons, mighty mammals and more.Celebrate

your child's curiosity as they:- Read hundreds of exciting facts- Learn all about amazing

animals, people, and places- Discover the wonders of our incredible planet, and moreOur

encyclopedia for children is the perfect blend of adorable, simple illustrations with stunning

photography and lively text. Encourage early learners to go on a journey to explore a world of

information, making this the ideal first reference book for kids aged 5-9 to enjoy for hours on

end, whether for homeschooling, a bedtime story, shared reading or reading alone, this fun fact

book for children also doubles up as the perfect gift for curious kids who love to learn.Tell the

story of the world one page at a time, by uncovering: - Educational content written in a friendly

and fun manner- Beautifully padded cover with several high-quality finishes, including padding

and foil- Features a built-in ribbon bookmark so you never lose your place whilst readingMore

in the SeriesMy Encyclopedia of Very Important Things is part of the educational kid's book

series My Very Encyclopedia series. Complete the series and nurture your child's curiosity with

My Encyclopedia of Very Important Adventures, teach them about different species with My

Encyclopedia of Very Important Animals, or let them walk with the dinosaurs who ruled the

earth before them in My Encyclopedia of Very Important Dinosaurs.Shortlisted:- The School

Library Association Information Book Award 2017- Best Children's Book in the Junior Design

Awards 2017
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Very important things about

my planetEarth is our amazing home. It’s covered with lush forests, dry deserts, and big blue

oceans (so big that Earth looks blue from space.) Earth is the only planet that we know of

where things can live, so it’s a very special place!9

Our place in space Our planet (Earth) is in a group with seven other planets. This group is

called the solar system. What are planets? Planets are big round objects in space. Some are

made of rock, and the others are big balls of gas. Most of them orbit (travel around) a star. The

sun The sun is a star. Without its heat, no plants, animals, or people could survive on Earth.

That includes you! Earth Mercury Mars Venus The solar system is so big even the planets that

seem close to each other are VERY far apart. 10 Sun Mercury Earth Mars Venus Jupiter

SaturnHuge rocks float between Mars and Jupiter in an area called the asteroid belt.Wei

lvehere

Neptune a n U D Uranus Uranus is different to the other planets, because it spins on its

side.Saturn NIP As far as we know, Earth is the only planet anywhere where things live. Jupiter

Neptune Uranus 11 y m o vTpu nhlseaerhn i f onts g IdedIt would take years to reach the edge

of the solar system. f o Et o ua m . S as rT t a nae r Sr u das t h e S eCe nAllthe.

Our Earth Earth is our planet. Most of it is covered by oceans. The rest of the planet’s surface

is land. When the side of the Earth you live on faces the sun, it’s daytime. Where does the sun

go at night? The Earth is always spinning. As it does, the sun shines on different parts of the

planet. This is why we have days and nights. EquatorThe Earth takes a whole year to orbit

(move around) the sun once.a ke s The equator is an imaginary line around the middle of the

Earth. Think of it like the Earth is wearing an invisible belt! 122 4 When the side of the Earth

you live on turns away from the sun, it’s nighttime.TsheeE aera kt hmt hourst oo npin.

Inside the Earth There are three layers under the Earth’s outer layer (crust), but it’s too hot for

us to go there.The crust makes up all the land and the sea floor. What’s inside? The mantle is

almost solid rock, the outer core is liquid metals and minerals, and the inner core is solid

metals and minerals.If the Earth were an apple, the crust would only be as thick as the skin.T i

be h l lE o iMantle Outer core Inner corer a nh t e yi ras s. 45l o!d

14 Exosphere ThermosphereWhich way is space? If you could drive a car straight up, it would

only take about an hour to reach space. On the way you’d pass through five layers of air called

the atmosphere. Satellite The top layer of the atmosphere doesn’t end suddenly. It fades

gradually farther into space. Satellites orbit the Earth all the way up here. They send signals to



the world.Scientists say space starts here. This layer goes up really, REALLY high above the

Earth. International Space Station The Space Station is so big you can sometimes see it from

the ground. AurorasYou can see the colorful aurora light show from places near the North or

South Poles.

MesosphereStratosphereTroposphere15Brr! The air up here is freezing cold. The top of the

mesosphere is the coldest place in the world. Meteors Nacreous clouds These beautiful clouds

are very rare. Jet planes fly above the clouds to avoid bumps caused by wind. Airplane This is

the lowest part of the atmosphere. All weather happens in this bottom layer. This area is home

to the ozone layer, which helps protect us from the sun’s rays. Rüppell’s vulture can fly higher

than any other bird.Hot air balloon

The sky at night i v tAstronauts can stay at the International Space Station while they are in

space.The moon There’s nothing in the night sky that’s easier to spot than the moon.

Astronauts have walked on the moon. Their footprints will stay there for millions of years

because there is no wind or weather there.Phases of the moon Have you ever wondered why

the moon seems to change shape? It’s because the sun’s light hits the moon at different

angles as it moves around Earth. There are 8 main phases. 16New moonWaxing crescentFirst

quarterWaxing gibbousFull moonWaning gibbousLast quarterWaning crescentIf you look up on

a clears f y hevening, the sky can be full of twinkling lights. But not i l gb r all of these are stars.

n i.Tt i nh re es sm luoa eo ec hn cb ti ssl o o le mete uf

AircraftSatelliteMeteor Comet Star PlanetMoon Here the moon is in the second phase (waxing

crescent). Eye to the sky Telescopes help us to see objects that are very far away, such as

planets. Searchlights

18 Sunlit zone Twilight zoneUnder the waves From the surface to the sea floor, the oceans are

packed with life. We separate the ocean into four zones. Let’s go diving and learn about each

one. Look at the colors! Most sea creatures live near the surface because they need light and

warmth from the sun. Jellyfish Sea horse Brrr! Deeper down it gets colder and darker. Plants

don’t grow here because there isn’t enough sunlight. Lots of fish and other sea creatures are

very colorful.Whale Giant sperm whales dive deep for food, then swim all the way up to the

surface to breathe!

Midnight zone Hadal zone 19Going deeper still, there are even fewer animals. Those that do

live here are specially adapted for the cold and the dark. Dumbo octopus The only way people

can travel here is in special submarines. Gulper eel I have a spine on my head which I light up

to lure prey. Then I munch them with my terrifying teeth! Angler fishThe deepest parts of the

Ocean are so dark and hard to reach that even the smartest scientists don’t know very much

about them!
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Fefe, “Overall decent product. Book is made of great quality and bright pictures... tons of

information.... only one issue.. Columbus is not a great explorer... he was a genocidal maniac

who was sent to jail for spreading lies... it’s 2019. Children need to learn about the truth... why

even mentioned him at all..”

Shyann, “High quality pictures large text Great for beginning readers, offers hours of learning

and fun. I purchased this for my four and five-year-old sons who love to read and learn about

animals fun facts among other things. The text in this book is large enough for beginning

readers in the pictures are high-quality each page offers an immense amount of information to

keep your child interested in entertained for hours.”

Jill, “Fantastic purchase. This book is a home run for an inquisitive child or adult. Packed full of

facts and interesting notes about a wide range of things in our world. I bought this for my 5

year old grandson and he loves it! And his mom loves it! Always love to see children gravitate

toward a book.  I may get one for 52 year old me!”

Alice N., “If I could give this book 10 stars, I .... If I could give this book 10 stars, I would

immediately! We own a lot of science, geography , animals books but this is all in one!

Information about everything a child is interested in.”

ADR, “The Book’s Title Really Says It All. My grandson loves books. This was a preschool

graduation gift and he immediately sat down to look through it. Each set of pages is devoted to

different topics that cover a wide range of subject matter. There is even a book mark attached

to hold their place. It is his go-to book when he wants to learn about something. The

information is succinct, age appropriate, and interesting. Illustrations are eye catching. This

book was a great find. If you have a child who is very curious about his world, give him/her this

book.  You will be glad you did.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “impressed. The book is well made. Each page is filled with quality

pictures and information for the child. I would highly recommend this book.”

Shopping is a hobby too, “5 year old grand son LOVES this book. My 5 year old grand son

LOVES this book and took it to his school a few times to show the teacher and some of his

friends his favorite parts of this book . I will start looking into similar books for him. Highly

recommend!”



Z T., “A broad range of subjects covered in simple language and no complicated details.. Nice

book covering an enormous number of subject, from the usual earth and space, animals and

human body, to the less usual Chinese zodiac and saying hello in different languages. Having

said that, the information is covered rather briefly, making it easy to understand for younger

children, but too shallow for older children. I am buying this as a present for a 6year old who is

not too keen on reading. I am hoping the many illustrations, and the one double page a topic

setting of this book, to make it easy for him.There are pages on healthy eating and numbers

(counting, multiplying, special numbers etc), musical instruments, flags (only a small selection),

scientists and inventors (again only a small selection), and many more.I like the 10 top pages

(10 longest river, 10 smallest countries etc)There are some stories, like the tortoise and the

hare, the ant and the grasshopper.The content also covers some history, like vikings, ancient

Americans, native Americans...I took a star out because I think the book is rather American-

heavy in general.Otherwise, a great book for young curious minds.”

AA Shopper, “WOW! THIS BOOK IS AMAZING!. My children are 6 and 3 years old and they

were fixed to this book. We read a couple of pages and they had so much fun learning facts

about different things. I am so impressed with the way it is set out. The pictures are fun and

easy to understand which is good for the little ones. This book is put together very well. The

pictures help keep kids interested in the book and there are so many facts. I am also learning

as we go along. The only reason I have given it 4 stars is that the front of the book was a little

bent.”

Maya, “Excellent book for exploring young minds .. I liked most things about this. Well

illustrated, good ratio of text to illustrations , clear diagrams. A fine variety of information for

curious young children. My seven year old nephew is interested in everything & was thrilled,

couldn’t put it down.I would say the reading level was fairly easy for him , but introduced a lot

of new words in the nature of the book. It’s encouraging at that age to be able to read

information without struggling too much over words .I liked the fact that short stories/ fables

were included in context & so many topics covered. I thoroughly recommend.”

Jon, “Always useful. This is great for the age range intended - I got this for my son when he

was 4 (he's 5 - at the time of writing this review) and his understanding is growing in terms of

the topics in this encyclopaedia - naturally he gravitates to the dinosaur pages and also

animals and volcanoes, but there are other things in here with his basic understanding of how

things work. Even I am learning one or two things so excellent job all round.”

The book by DK has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 7,604 people have provided feedback.
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